
Cornering lesson plan

What you will learn

How to safely and efficiently go around a corner on your bike

Why you want to learn this 

Being able to safely corner is critical to group riding and racing. Getting more comfortable 
and confident in your ability to corner will make you safer and happier on any group ride 
at any speed. 

The ABCs of cornering

 Attention - look where you are going, be aware of what is happening around you
 Balance - weight is distributed evenly back to front, outside foot is down to balance 
weight shift
 Control - when to pedal (and when not to pedal), when to brake

How this relates to existing knowledge

Cornering on a bicycle involves many of the same actions as cornering a car:
 Approaching the corner you look ahead to where you are turning to make sure it is 
clear and safe to turn
 You ease off the gas, and in a manual downshift in preperation for the corner, and 
brake before the corner
 As you corner you look where you are going and turn to follow that visual line, and 
you do not brake while you are cornering.
 As you pass the apex of the corner you smoothly engage the engine to get back to 
traveling speed.

Progression

 Corner in small groups single file
 Corner in pairs
 Corner in small groups all together.

Setup at the corner

1.  take group to the corner identify apex of the corner
2.  identify that beginning the corner starts at a distance that is twice as far as the width of 



the road you are turning on to. A typical traffic lane of traffic is 4m wide which means 
you turn would start 8m out from the corner

3.  quickly identify the skills:
1.  attention - cornering with your eyes
2.  balance - turning your bike without turning your handlebars
3.  control - brakes aren’t for cornering

Detail for each skill

Attention -- cornering with your eyes
 Your eyes allow you to turn a corner safely because you need to look ahead to make 
sure there is no gravel or other debris in the corner. 
 Your eyes allow you to turn efficiently because you are looking ahead to see the 
corner, how much room you have to enter the corner, where the apex is, and how 
much room you have to exit the corner. 
 Think of driving through a traffic circle, as you approach the corner you look at what is 
there, is the road clear. You then think about where you want to exit and visualize 
where you have to go to be positioned for that exit, which lane, what speed, etcetera.
 As with driving when you come in to a corner on your bike you have to see where you 
are going and what path to take to get there.

Describe the proper technique
1.  look at the corner for safety 
2.  look at the corner for speed - use your eyes to find the apex 
3.  look at the exit road - how much space do you have to work with after the corner, do 

you have to do a sharp or gradual corner
4.  look at the entry point of the road - to determine where to start your corner useL 2 x 

width of the exit is the distance from the apex to start your corner

Balance -- How to turn your bike without turning your handlebars
 The bike/body interface has three points of contact: hands, bum, feet. Each of these is 
involved in cornering 
 Which contact point is responsible for turning, your hands, your bum, or your feet? 
Obviously it is not your feet, but it is also not your hands.
 Your bum turns your bike. 
 To illustrate this walk with your bike holding onto it only by the seat, now turn your 
bike. How did you do that? You leaned your seat to the left to turn left, you leaned 
your seat to the right to turn right. The direction your seat goes is the direction your 
bike goes. 
 Now imagine you are on your bike but your vision is hovering above and behind you, 



what movements does your body make in order to move your seat to move your 
handlebars to turn a corner?
 As mentioned earlier your feet don’t cause you to corner so what you want to do is get 
them out of the way i.e., if you are turning right your right foot should not be near the 
ground (inside pedal up)
 Your hands need to have a firm grip on the handlebars but you are not pointing your 
bike, think of guiding a blind person across the street, you grip their elbow and guide 
them, you don't pushpullshove the person across the street. But, your hand is ready in 
the event something goes wrong to take over with a firm grip.

Control  — science is keeping you alive 
 Your hands need to have a firm grip on the handlebars and be ready to change gears 
and apply brakes. 
 But, brakes are not used in the corner. 
 Like in a car brakes are used before the corner and then you move your foot off the 
brake pedal to a ready position “just in case”
 When you are driving around a corner your speed drops quite a bit, if you were to 
brake you would quickly come to a stop and the person behind you would crash in to 
you. 
 On a bike it is the centrifugal force of your front wheel that is keeping you upright 
(and that force is a function of wheel speed) if you brake in a corner you loose speed 
and loose centrifugal force = you loose control
 In addition if you brake in a corner the person behind no where to go but to crash in 
to you and then everyone falls down.
 Have trust in the fact that science is keeping you upright and alive, science love you.

Practice

setup 
 mark the exit point with chalk (or a bottle)
 mark the apex
 mark the entry point with chalk or a bottle

demonstrate 
 have someone cycle up to a moderate speed, raise the inside pedal, shift body 
weight, look through the corner...

practice
1.  small group going through the corner single file with some space between people
2.  give feedback (how did that feel? did you remember your feet? did you brake in the 

corner?)



3.  divide group into pairs to go through the corner together, one pair at a time
4.  give feedback
5.  do the corner with the whole small group
6.  give feedback
7.  ask for their feedback on what others were doing.


